1. Let F be any non-modular field, p an odd prime, t ¿¿ 1 a pth root of unity. Suppose that p in Fit) is not the pth power of any quantity of Fit) so that the equation yp=p, is irreducible in Fit). Then the field Fiy, t) is called a Kummer] field over F.
In the present paper we shall give a formal construction of all normal Kummer fields over F. This is equivalent to a construction of all fields Fix) of degree p over F such that Fix, t) is cyclic of degree p over Fit). In particular we provide a construction of all cyclic fields of degree p over F.
We shall also apply the cyclic case to prove that a normal division algebra D of degree p over F is cyclic if and only if D contains a quantity y not in F such that yo=y in F.
2. The equation git) -P-1 + £p~2 +■■•+*+ 1 = o is irreducible in the field R of all rational numbers and has all the primitive pth roots of unity as roots. If F is any non-modular field, then g(£) has an irreducible factor A(£) =0 in F and with f as a root. The roots of A(£) =0 are all powers of f and hence are in a sub-field L of Rit). But then the coefficients of A (£) =0 are in Z, so that the group of A(£) with respect to F is its group with respect to L. This latter group is the group of all the automorphisms of the cyclic field Rit) leaving the quantities of L invariant and is a sub-group of the group of Rit). Every sub-group of a cyclic group is cyclic, so that A(£) =0 has a cyclic group generated by
where / is an integer belonging to the degree n of A(£) =0, t" = 1 (mod p). We may write (i) r* = vk'\ tn+x = fi = r (* -i, • • •, n), so that we have * This paper is a revision and amplification of the paper On cyclic equations of prime degree, which I presented to the Society on December 27,1933; it was received by the editors March 17,1934. f If F is the field of all rational numbers, then F(y, ?) is the ordinary Kummer field of modern arithmetic. Our work is a generalization to any non-modular field of that special case. Conversely every cyclic field Z of degree p over K is equal to afield K(y),
so that z=\y" where X ii in K.
3. We now assume that Z is any normal field of degree pn over F containing K=F(Ç) of degree n over F. Then K is the set of aU quantities of Z unaltered by a cycUc sub-group 77 of Z of order p and Z is cyclic of degree p over if. By Lemma 1, Z=F(y, f), y'=M in K and 27 = (7, 5, • • • , S""1) where 5 is given above. We can then decompose the group G of Z relative to 77 and write G=77+77o-i+ • • • +77o-"_i. Then 7, <t\, ■ ■ ■ , <r"_i carry f to the other roots of the irreducible equation A(£)=0. In particular one o-í=t carries rtof.
We let T=rp so that T also carries f to f since tp=t (mod />). Then t" leaves f unaltered and is in 77. Hence tb=Sr, Tn =Spr=I.
The group G now has the decomposition G=77+777+ • • • +777"-1.
For otherwise Tr=S'T' where n>r>j so that 7r-' =S* leaves f unaltered, which is impossible. We have proved that * Bericht über Klassenkörper, Jahresbericht der Deutschen Ma thematiker-Vereinigung, vol. 36 (1927), pp. 232-311, p. 262 .
The group G has a cyclic sub-group (2"') of order n and hence Z has a sub-field Fix) of degree /> over F. Moreover y<r> = Ay (XinA).
For y(r) in Z evidently generates K(y) and we may apply Lemma 1. But (4) y<rc> = xry = y(5*r> = f"Xyr, where e/=r (mod />) so that e=rtn~l (mod ^). Hence TS=S'T. Conversely if TS=S'T then r=et (mod />) is determined and we have proved* Theorem 1. Let Fix) have degree p over F and Fix, t) =Z be normal over F.
Then Z has the group
such that Sp = Tn=I, the identity automorphism, and
Moreover Z=F(y, t) where yp=u in Fit),
t(r) = J", ylT) = xy, f<» = f, y«> = fy, M(r) = *»',
awd r=e/ (mod p).
Conversely every normal field Z > Fit) of degree p n over K=Fit) is generated as afield Z=Fiy, t), yp=P=ßit) in E(t) such that
The group of Z is then given by (5), (6), (7) where e is determined byr=et (mod p) and Z contains a sub-field Fix) of degree p over F, the field of all quantities of Z unaltered by the automorphism T.
It is evident that Fix) is uniquely determined in the sense of equivalence and is generated by any quantity gives a formal construction of all fields F(x) of degree p over F with the property that F(x, f) is normal over F in terms of the construction of all quantities n satisfying (8).
If in particular F(y, f) has an abelian group, then F(y, f) =F(x) XF(f), where Fix) is cyclic over F. Conversely if F(x) is cyclic over F, then F(x) XF(f)=F(y, f) has an abelian group, e = l, r = t and we have Theorem 2. Let p. range over all quantities of F(f) such that
is cyclic of degree p over F. Conversely every cyclic field F(x) of degree p over F is the uniquely defined sub-field of such an TV", f).
4.
We proceed now to the construction of the quantities p. The condition /** 1 (#)
is evidently an irreducibility condition depending intrinsically on F itself and so must remain in our final conditions. We first prove Lemma 2. The integer r satisfies the congruence (12) r" = 1 (modp). But then if yp=M the quantity yr"_1=Xy.' where rn -l=s (mod p), 0^s<p
andXisinF(f). But ysp is then in F(f ) so that j = 0.
We have observed that 0 <r <p so that there exists an integer p such that
We define (14) pk m p*"1 (mod p), l Ú Pk< p, /or all integer values of k, where p"+i=pi = l, and p~", a>0, is to be defined as a corresponding positive power of p. Then then Fiy, t), yp =p, is normal of degree np over F. We have proved Theorem 3. Let X range over all quantities of Fit) suck that (22) y*«j»«nX(î*)*»*l.
Then Fiy, t) is a normal field of Theorem 1. Conversely every normal field of Theorem 1 is generated by a u defined by (22).
We have now succeeded in giving a formal construction of all the fields of Theorem 1. In particular we have constructed all cyclic fields of prime degree over F. For this case we have pt = 1 (mod p), and may state where Fix) is cyclic of degree p over F. Conversely every cyclic field Fix) of degree p over F is generated as the uniquely defined sub-field of such an Fiz, f).
We have thus given a construction of all cyclic fields of prime degree over any non-modular field F where the condition a^b" is the irreducibility condition.
5. On normal division algebras of degree p. Let Z be a cyclic field of degree p over F so that every automorphism of Z is a power of an automorphism S given by z<-»z5 for every z and corresponding zs of Z. Define an algebra D whose quantities have the form If D is a cyclic normal division algebra of degree /> over F, then 7) has the above form and hence contains a sub-field F(y), yp = (7) in F.
Conversely, let D be any normal division algebra of degree p over F with F(x), x" =ß in F as sub-field. Let K=F(Ç) of degree « over F. The algebra (29) M = (K, T, 1), a cyclic algebra of degree n over F, is a total matric algebra. We form the direct product MXD which evidently contains KxD=D0a.s sub-algebra. Algebra Do is a normal division algebra of degree p over K and has the cycUc sub-field Z=K(x). Moreover If 2) is any normal simple algebra of prime degree p over F, and A is a field of degree n not divisible by p, then D is a total matric algebra if and only if DXK over A is a total matric algebra. Moreover, if r is prime to p, then DT is total matric if and only if D is total matric. Hence, if D0 = DXK and 2V is a total matric algebra, then so is D.
Algebra D0n is a normal division algebra since D is a normal division algebra. Hence a^N (c) for any c of Z. In particular a^b" for any ¿> of A. Thus Do contains a cyclic field* W of prime degree /> over F. But then 2VXW' over W =WK, the composite of W and A, is a total matric algebra. Hence D0XlV is a total matric algebra and.so must be DXW over H/; \y^W.
But then Z? has a sub-field equivalent to IF and is cyclic. 
